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to consider this. General Liman, therefore, was to be asked
whether it would be possible to change the arrangements
which had been made.-70 But, as Sverbeev was informed
at the same time, the military authorities in Berlin were
of the opinion that unless the Model Corps was established
at Constantinople, the activity of the German instructors
would be reduced to nil, because the Military Academy and
the General Staff were situated in Constantinople and with
these the German officers would have to be in uninterrupted
relations. This eventually proved to be General Liman's
opinion after arriving at Constantinople. But on being
informed of Russia's objections, he "came to the conclusion
that there is no necessity for the General to command the
Army Corps if there are only a sufficient number of troops
to give the military schools an opportunity for practice
exercises. A German general could command the Army
Corps in Adrianople," 277 This, solution was favored by the
Russian Ambassador in Constantinople, but it was indig-
nantly rejected by the Turks, who resented what they re-
garded as unwarranted Russian efforts to interfere in
Turkey's internal affairs.278
Without waiting to hear General Liman's answer,
Sazonov had hastened to suggest that France and England
better join him in demanding "compensations." Such a
demand for "some equivalent" was a common enough sec-
ond-line form of attack in diplomacy when a direct effort
at the main objective had failed. So now M. Sazonov,
after protesting "how difficult it would be for us to permit
our Embassy to remain in a city in which, so to speak,
a German garrison was quartered," suggested to France and
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